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THE ··
PAR.T HENON .
MARSHALL COLLBOB ·

HUNTINGTON, W. VA., NOVEMBER, 1009

·

Young Men's Clothes of Nowadays
Differ From Older Men's
At least NORTHCOTT'S do.
Its ju~t as natural for young fellows to have different ideas
about dress, from olde-r men, as it is for them to differ in reg-ard to
sports, entertainment & general ideas of life.
\Ve leave no stone unturned in our efforts to provide clothes
that young men endorse.
Suits $15 to $35. Overcoats $15 to $40. Yes, you can get
that Coat Sweater, Foot Ball Sweater, or any style you like, all
colors, $2.00 to $7 .00.

"Clothes of Class"

Fourth Avenue

Swell

Shoes

coLLBos
AT

E. P. PROST'S
Lord & Taylor's Onyx Hosiery to Match

The Store of Quality

H. J. HOMRICH,
Fine Watches,

Diamonds, Jewelry,
and Silverware

Cut Glass

The Largest, Finest and Most Complete Stock in the City.
Prices Right.

909 Third Ave.

HUNTINGTON, W. VA.
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I. Elegant Gift Suggestions I
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Come From Our Store This Season

~

===================== •
be in keeping with the individuality of the gi\'er and possessing charm

I

perfect assortment, charming selections of a wide range and variety.

I
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Those who make our store holiday headquarters will have no cause
for regrets after the Holiday season has past.

i
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for the recipient.

~
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When you remember your absent friends and relatives, let the gift

I=

Reasonable prices,

•i
;;;;

You can do y our entire shoping list under our roof anti be better

i='

pleased and do it in the shortest time because of the excellent way we

i

have of making our display just where you can best make your
selections and comparisons

~

We will mail packages of pack them for

iI

any address.

I
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We Have A Complete Assortment of all the
Pretly Things On The Market

I

Already In Stock

!

=================
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Select Early This Season --
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i
Ii The Anderson-Newcomb Co. i
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The Bia Store
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Do \Ton Wish The Parthenon?
Fill out the following. The Parthenon wishes to record the whereabouts of each graduate or old student.

_ _ _ _ _ _1909
The Parthenon, ·
Huntington, W. Va.
Dear Sirs: ·
lnclosed is fifty cents.
send me your paper.
My present position is

Truly yours,

Please

•

DRUGS
16th STREET
AND THIRD AVE.

COLLEGE PHARMACY,

Fall Suits· For Young Men !
We are carrying an especially desirable line of suits this season
that have been designed for young men, college men, men who insist
that the most exacting demands of fashion shall be met, and men
who wish to be in style as well as tastefully dressed. These suits,
while not extreme in their make-up, are such as will meet the unqualified approval of every well dressed person.

FALL SUITS, $12.50 TO $30.00

The Broh Clothing Co.
901 Third Avenue

Huntington, W. Va.

WE HAVE IT
fhe school that makes a specialty of each student.
mercial and Stenographic work.

Thorough courses in Com-

Sikes Commercial School
The best, the most progressive and the most practical school in ·the Ohio Valley.
Intelligent and refined people desire to attend a school where they find
the best associates and where order prevails at all times.
WE HAVE IT.
Mutual Phone 303
Herald-Dispatch Building.
Bell
167
Fourth avenue below Ninth street.
Huntington, West Virginta.
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The students, especially the maturer ones, will enjoy reading an
article on '' Halley and His
Oomd" in the Outlook of October
23, page 429.
In these anxious weeks we have
had opportunity to look behind the
scenes on the active stage of physician, and surgeon and nurse life, to
see thE'Se men and women, all intensely human by nature, less,
much less, so in some cases by
practice or experience, to study
life from their points of view and
from the patient's as well, occupying the intermediate, but often
.seemingly outside, ground, and, at

least, more or less 0f vantage
ground for the student, biased a
little no doubt, by the delicate influences that necessarily arise from
personal, vital interest on the patient's side. Yet we have tried to
be calm under the most trying conditions, having learned by the
saddest of normal domestic sorrow
but a few years ago that only the
calm of that kind of philosophy
which says "what is, has been, or
is to be, must be accepted with the
same stolid 'then let it be' as
must the things which seemingly
have to be; had to be, or must be,"
will serve men and women sanely
when the mind casts about to know
what next to do. Our first great
sorrow came so suddenly and so
quickly from what seemed perfect
health that no time was given to
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study any phase of attending conditiops. .
Uppermost and foremost as a result of these long weeks of reflection comes a sense of the tremendous responsibilities of the physician and the nurse; responsibilities
second to none other of professional
men and women, viewed from the
standpoint of the strongest side of
life, the human; for, however important matters affecting the spiritual and the intellectual life may
be, they come second to the average human being, whose first wish
is for health, strength, and vigor
of the bodily functions. No news
was ever so sweet to the normally
constituted man or woman as that
which is reported back from the
consulting room wherein the possibility of saving that life and restoring that body to health were
matters of serious, perhaps final
consideration, stating: "Do not
worry; all will be well." News as
vital and as delightful to waiting,
anxious, loving ones as to the ill
one; and no news is so depressing
as the terrible opposite
of this.
I
This tremendous responsibility
resting with the physician , surgeon, and nurse is a theme worthy
of wider reflection, discussion, and
suggeF-tion leading to action than
is usually supposed.
./
First, Do they appreciate, aye,
do they even realize this responsibility, may we go one step fur-

'

ther and inquire whether there are
those among them who do not
care, except so far as they "get
their pay," just as there are such ,
many such, in all other professions
and trades. If much that we have
seen in the last six months belie
not its seeming !'ignificance, then
we are compelled to say that physicians, surgeons, and nurses are
much as other people. Some, a
few, very, very few enter these
professions chiefly, if not wholly,
because they feel that here is their
field of service to humanity. Another few ~nter them out of real
love of the profession rather than
out of real love for their suffering
fellows. Still others enter them
because there seems nothing else
open to them that offers a livelihood with an equal amount of
effort. Others again choose_them
because of the prestige among certain strata of society they give
them; this is peculiarly the case
with the physician, just as it is
with the lawyer; this is not the
case with the nurse in most sections of the country for reasons
well known to the_m . Again, the
vast body of them enter here because these are laudable professions which,. when creditably well
pursued, yield a competency, little
realizing, often little caring, how
much of the joys and sorrows of
life depend, upon them.
The average nurse perhaps lives
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np to the demands and expectations cally , and morally strong, closeof her profession much more fully mouthed, patient and true. We
than does the average physician or can conceive of no quality more to
surgeon, but, except in cases where be deplored in a nurse than the
she is made of very superior stuff, vicious tendency towatd gossip,
as many of them are, she falls a tattling the affairs of the sick-room
victim to the tendency in all hu- or of the family: she should report
manity, ''suffering, sickness, sor- only those things outside which
row, and misery seen too oft harden the head of the family approves of,
the face and make indifferent the wh~ther about the patient or about
heart of him or her who looks family matters; she is erstwhile
thereon." During these six months admitted to the inner courts of the
we have known personally, and home as a trusted member thereof
seen them practice their profession , for the time, and in a most vital
more than a dozen nurses, and have and delicate relation thereto; and
made the acquaintance of a number the counsels, the condition and ailof others with a view to getting ment of the patient, the family
their viewpoints. At the Hopkins secrets as revealed to her should be
we discussed at length this matter matters of eternal quiet save in so
with different nurses, all to the far as would be in perfect keeping
fixing of our conclusions that there with the feelings of discreet parentare nurses and nurses and nurses age. To some nurses a sick person
but, at last, only a few nurses, just is ''a case" that offer:; so much of
as i_n other professions, though we monetary consideration •for just as
.fully believe the percent of the real little service as she can give and
· stuff here is greater than in most not seem to neglect, and the issue
of the "case" as it affects the life
lines of life work.
If we err not the real nurse ought of the patient is matter of little
to be deeply sympathetic, full of consequence to her, since she can
patience, tender. sensitive, true, "lay it on" the doctor if the patient
Happily not a
loyal, selfsacrificing in any degree fail to recover.
very
great
percent
of the nurses
required for the good of her patient
fall
in
this
category;
perhaps in a
even to her own death, close. 'lusua1 m
.
greater
percent
t
b
an
ts
mouthed, intelligent, calm, selfpossessed and clean of body, of professions she measures up more
thought and of purpose. But this strictly to high standards; and yet
is quite a list of adjectives and the very faces of many of them
maybe reduced to a few essentials: readily reveal a serious mental and
well-bred,. intellectually, : physi- spiritual lack, and their moveme_nts

8
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and speech reveal a corresponding
lack in good-breeding.
The nurse's calling certainly is a
very noble one, second, to none
other as we see it. and she should
be admittea to the best society to
affiliate with which she should be
essentially well-bred. Of course
the value and importance to her
and to her patients, of a good education and fine training for her
profession are indispensable.
. The one drawsack to the nurse
question, from the point of view of
the public, is the fact that her
services are beyond the reach of
the vast majority of families froll!
a monetary standpoint. Somehow
this should be offset; how, is a
question upon which we shall touch
in a future article when discussing
the physician and the surgeon
phases of our subject. We dismiss
the present phase with the conviction that every boy and every
girl, at some age between 14 and
21 years, should be taught the elements of nursing and some of the
fundamentals of materia medica;
further, that every girl should have
at least a one year course in regular
nursing, which is to say, that,
sooner or later, the high school
will offer about what we have here
suggested instead of a few of the
less useful things now generally
offered.

/

Not editorials, exactly, rather
"on the flvs." We promise better
next time. That there is room for
a rupture between the editor and
the manager everyone who read
the October Parthenon will readily
agree; but this is not the place to
have it out, newspaper style; nor
shall we resort to Kentucky methods; will just bid our time, for he'll
not always b~ at home, himself.
We'll have our say then. We
thou~ht we had taught him better
things, but one can't always tell
what things beside,; the book lessons a student maybe "a-learnen"
right in class, even, and that too
when he is looking as serious as if
his life depended upon it. When
first we had him in command the
1896 campaign was "on" and the
tariff was '.'up." He was young
but pretty smart, mighty spunky.
remarkably precocious, sharp at
repartee, keen in a quarrel, and
clever in debate, yet he was always
respectful, stranger though we
were. He was strongly in favor
of one of the candidates as was another uncommonly clever and caustic-tongued youth in that sprightly
class of '97; the latter was a Kentuckian. On the other side of the
political fence was a tall, slend~r,
wiry. keen, and equally precocious
youth, now of Texas. The subjects in which we had them were
psychology and . economics. My!
What intertsting lessons! All we
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had to do,-and that was a little
more than we were always able to
do,-was to keep the peace; Messrs.
Fitzgerald, Bourne and Deitz did
the rest, and they "did" one another in southern fashion, that is,
with real youthful eloquence, fire,
and snap. A certain ' gray suit of
clothes was dragged into the class
one day as an illustration. It had
been made abroad and illustrated
quite well a point in the tariff discussions. Since those lively days
of '96 we have kept au eye on the
manager; the year following he,
the deeply lamented Hugh Simms,
and Charles Derbyshire constituted
the Greek one class; and as those
were the •'before'' days of the
present efficient head of., that department it fell to our lot to take
the class ( we had only eight classes
that year, ooe before breakfast,
one after night and one on Saturday, the last for good measure)
and an interesting class it was; we
have had many good classes, many
fine workers in poor classes, too,
but that was the best we have ever
taught; not that · they were more.
intelligent, exactly, though there
was no lack there and no laggards,
nor yet that they were fonder of
study than many others we have
had; indeed we have had many
who were fonder of study for study's
sake. It was the same spirit of '96
cropping out in a new form . They
were all mere boys, but keenly

9

jealous each of his mental talents,
intensely ambitious, and fully determined that he would not be
third, not even second, in a class
of three. There was but one place
for the three, it seemed and that
was first place. What a pleasure
that class was! Lessons were practically perfect and the rivalry,
though keen and jealous was extremely generous. Each won first
place; for at the close of the year
in two long-, exacting, comprehensive, and inclusive examinations
everything was answered to a letter and all had to go ''head." That
was the best class work we have
ever seen done in any subject, as a
class, and to their last day the good
results of that year's close ud
careful study_of a language nnusually fine in its qualities for teaching youth keenness, clearness,
readiness, and exactness of discrimination in details as well as a
certain richness in and grasp of
the power that groups details into
a whole-a training second to nothing wt: have e\'er taught or studied,
second to nothing in clever and
accurate discrimination and construction in all the affairs which
youth must handle later in life,
and this does not take into consideration its value in many other
ways, not least of which is its help
in clearness of memory work and
language commanded in conver-

10
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11ation, in lecture, in writing, and Yale, as well as to its intellectual
treats. The music on these occain terminologies.
So we have heard of the man- sions is furnished exclusively by a
ager of the PARTHENON who. took Yale student choir composed of
advantage of our absence, before. about 80 young and lower middleComplying with the urgent and. aged men, and the way they sing
unselfish requests of the patient an anthem, the old hymns, and
little wife sufferer we have stolen '·Praise God from whom all blessaway a while now and then for a ings flow" does one's soul go_od;
bit of exercise, meantime peeping they sing with such vigor, such
in upon centers of interest in this earnestness, such heartiness of soul
famous City of Elms. We have that everyone in the larie audience
been able to get out to church catches the spirit and sings whether
twice,· once to hear Prof. Bacon he is a~customed to do so or not.
( one of the two strongest, if not The singing alone pays richly for
the strongest) of.the Yale Divinity· attending the morning or evening
School, once to hear Rev. Dr. Gor- service.
don of Boston, successor to the
It is an unmixed pleasure to
famous Phillips Brooks. These hear the Marshall boys at Yale,
Sunday exercises are held e~ther in Cornell, and other large high grade
Battelle or Woolsey Hall of the colleges and universities say how
University and are attended almost well their work at Marshall stood
wholly by students and faculty, and still "stands them in hand"
few seats being reserved for stran- when they go to these larger
gers. Pews set·apart for students schools. Our boys at Yale spoke
and faculty on Sundays are held in so decidely and wholly without
reserve till 10:80, when, if not question from us, on this subject
filled, they are opened to visitors lately. No reasonable person can
who are usually standing in t_be well overestimate the value of the
doorways and other standing-room normal work, for teachers, at Marplaces numbers awaiting the 10:80 shall; it is practically indispensable;
sfroke· of the cloci to see if they but it is the good solid foundation
qiay get seats.
academic work that makes the nor.T~e plan of having some abl~ mat work what it is (for it were a.
minister, usually from a distance, pitiful surface coat .without this)
preach to the university people on and gives our boys and girls the
Sundays ·is in every way a very excellent standing they get in these
excellent one and adds much to larger schools. And this leads us
the interest and spiritual Jife of to say that it may be well at an
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:early day to say in a PARTHHNON "star" since tearing him limo .from
-editorial what our idea of the edu- limb and casting him ·bleeding,
cational policy of Marshall aims to torn. lacerated, s~vered again into
l>e and what we think it ought to the sea means simply that he rebe; it may call down upon our head peat his ravages soon · again in_as
the caustic criticisms of the "wiser many distinct
"personalities,"
.than we," especially those that ("individualities'' to say the least)
find pleasure in casting stones, but as there were pieces thrown overit were better to be candid and board. But as an essay on oysteropen about this matter; ~especially raising could soon be developed
-since _certain guessing ones divine along these lines, so we quit with
.this policy or that as the one at the homeward run, glad to get off
.which Marshall aims.
those bldieting waves which kept
A half day was spent in the us sprinkled and jostled all the
father-in-law's
oyster steamer, while though the experience was
watf::hing the "professionals" lift rare and rich.
these much prized shellfish from
We spent three two-hour periods
the bottom 80 to 40 feet below, on the Yale Field to witness Yale' s
along with whatever stray star, drubbing of Amherst, Holy Cross,
horseshoe devil, flat, flounder, and Brown; with about as much
drill, or other fish with or without trouble as is a breakfast spell to a
shell, the big (6 bushel) drag might lazy boy did the Eli boys seem to
seize in its iron fingers and lift to do it, the other teams · being easily
the sunlight. Only in recent years outclassed, though Brown made
have oystermen found that toe hard-sailing for the Eli -boys, to
oyster will thrive in water deeper the end. In tackling, punting, and
than 3 to 10 feet, and fortunate in the rush they were almost a
-was tht: find in the interest of purer match, but in the forward pass and
.:oysters.
The "drill" and the in interference they fell quite short.
:"star" are the two marine enemies On the 13 however, while Old Yale
-of the oyster, and expensive is the may repeat the drubbing game she
pains of oystermen to rid their will have to fight for it, as the
beds of these and keep on guard Prim:eton team is quite another
against their coming, for brief-only and much more serious proposition;
is the season required to destroy and on the 20 at Boston co·mes the
great beds of oysters when once final battle royal 'for- the season.
these ravaging, gluttonous famine- .We hope to· see the former but the
-makers in oysterdom get hold. latter. is a little too. reniov.ed .in
.Peculiarly objectionable is mast«r miles from .New Hav;~
· · -· -
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In October we found much pteasure in dining with two Marshall
boys, Messrs. Koontz and Hamilton, the former a senior, the latter
a graduate ("post graduate as one
usually hears it) student here.
The meal was in the big dining
hall and it was orchestra evening,
as the jingling of a thousand plates
for encore at the close of each musical selection would prove even did
one not notice the orchestral group
'in their lofty perch at the east end
of the hall. About H~OO young
men were in evidence at the tables,
a little noisy (not so much so by
.any means as when an athletic victory is fresh in their minds) , but
gentlemanly and cordial. Later,
two or three weeks, we bad the
pleasur-e of dining again in the big
hall. This time with Mr. Koontz.
The order on the latter occasion
was as good as one would find even
in a small private dining room.
The meals are either table d' hote
or a la carte, are promptly and well
served, are well cooked, and are
an enjoyable feature from a purely
social point of view. The waiters
are negroes.
The weather in New Haven continues to this writing, Nov. 8, almost ideal, clear, cool, (not cold)
with nights of unusual beauty. In
the November issue of the Educator
we have an article on '' Impressions
of New Haven." In the December
issue will appear "Impressions of

Yale." These impressions will not
have been gotten as such things
usually are--by being feasted and
toasted and feted and flattered by
those concerning whom "impressions' ' are being gotten, but by
eating, hobnobbing, tramping with,
and by many other ways, from the
students themselves, the instructors now and then, the towns women, the business men, the laboring men, the waiters in restaurants,
attending Yale functions, etc., etc. ,
all, or practically all, (for nearly
every stranger we ever met took
us for a foreigner, yesterday a
Scotchman, today a German, tomorrow an Englishman etc.) ;,,_
coznito. The Yankee at home
might be of some interest, but we
have not been in as great variety
of them as were necessary to draw
definite conclusions.
It has been customary, time out
of mind, for the visiting team in
the big football games to have one
half the seats in the stadium
allotted their school, then, just before the game (a day or two) the
unsold ones- usually the larger
part of the allotment--iwere returned to the home school for sale
to students and friends. This year
the usual 18,000 tickets were sent
Yale and, instead of returning the
unsold portion, as per custom, every
ticket was sold to Yale men three
weeks before the - game and Harvard had to limit her students ·to
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one each. The Yale stadium seats
a few over 33,000, Harvard's over
36,000. Yale crowded into aisles,
ways etc., seats included, 45,000
I_ast year, and about 50,000 will
witness the game at Harvard this
year. Tickets are ,2.00. Any
Yale student who is found speculating on a ticket is deprived of all
ticket privileges thereafter and is
denied along with this all connection with athletic sports; in other
words he.is degraded and disgraced.
Outsiders, however, gamble in
them in spite of every precaution.

18

A Ney; York lady arrived at Yale
Field late last year when all tickets
bad been sol9. Of the two yoqng
men left at .the offices so late one
was earning his money here and
there to pay bis way th'rouih
school. The lady begged for a
ticket just to step inside the
stadium and see the crowd ; the
young man refused; she pleaded up
to $80; be was firm. The young
man at the next window was made
of less substantial Yale stuff and,
of course was rewarded to get his
"reward" later.

ENGELS: SOCIALISM, UTOPIAN AND
SCIENTIFIC
This article undertakes a review
of Frederick Engel's little volume,
''Socialism, Utopian and Scientific"
with special regard to the question,
''To what ex.tent has Engels made
out that there is a fair case in
equity between social classes?': One
could very easily question Engel's
rremises, feign nausea over his conclusions and dismiss the work with
an air of superiority. But why has
this friend ~nd co-laborer of Karl
Marx created the impression in the
world that he has? Merely because
be has some fine phrases to tickle
the fancy of a discontented class?
Evidently not, because many men

of discriminating judgment and
academic attainments have been influenced by his contributions to socialistic literatur~. There must be
elements of truth in his writings
and this inquiry is for the purpose
of finding them. A brief outline
of the argument of the eS5ay will
be advantageous.
I.

Engels indicates that modern socialism is an outgrowth of the kingdom of reason of French philosophv and outlines the conditions
that gave rise to Utopi1m socialism.
Out of feudalism there developed •

14
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feud between the nobility and the to it, but his irlealism is wrong.
bourgeois. Side by side with the ·The philosophy of history becomes
antagonism of the feudal nobility shattered by facts. One age cari
and the burghers, who claimed to not impose a philosophy upon anrepresent all the rest of sodety was other age. Economic revolutions
the general antagonism of the ex- change the conc~ption~ of history
ploiters and exploited, of rich idlers and it is discovered that economics
and poor workers. In every great is the underlying principle of hisbourgeois movement there were in- torical evolution. History is a hisdependent outbursts of that class tory of class struggles. It is seen
which was the forerunner more or to be inevitable that the conflict
less developed of the modern pro- between · the prol~tariat and the
letariat. But the vaunted reason bourgeois must ' end in victory for
of eternal truth and justice was the the proletariat. The conflict furreason of an ide:Jlized bourgeois nishes the only solution for the
kingdom. It was irrational. The problem-socialism. This discovdevelopment of industry made the cry was made by Marx and he also
masses the victims of suffering and added the other principle which
oppression. The Utopians of St. makes socialism scientific--the seSimon, Fourier and Owen laid bare cret of the exploitation of the lathe hideous evils of civilized bar- borer, surplus-value, which is "in
barism, criticised ~he idling classes substance the embodiment of unwho with political power exploited paid wor_k ing time."
men, helpless because of incapacity
The surplus-value principle furfor leadership, and offered remedies, nishes a scientific proof to the proOwen even inaugurated a model letariat that be has been robbed,
colony. These systems, foredoom- th1at he is being robbed. What can
ed as Utopian, within their phan- he do about it? The answer is
tastic covering presented some found in the "materialistic concepgrand thoughts and germs for tion of history" which arraigns the
thoughts.
capitalist upon the charge of inUtopian ideas are all different competence and robbery, proand an average Utopia would be nounces sentence upon him, and
mishmash. Socialism needs a scien- proclaims the entrance of the proletific basis. Philosophy found a tariat into the possession of his
new idea in the old' 'change'' theory own. History is divided into three
-of Heraclitus: Life is a process. periods:
·The evolution theory confirms this.
I. M£DIA1WAL SocIETY in
Hegel's philosophy gives expression which the laborer owned his tools

•
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and production was for consumption not exchange. What ex
change there was contained the
germ of anarchy in the production
of society at large.
II. CAPITALIST REVOLUTION
characterized by the taking out of
the instruments of production by
the capitalists and the appropriation of the product, reduction to
wage-labor of the producer, social
anarchy because of ill adjusted
production, crisis every ten years,
demonstration of ' incapacity of the
bourgeois and their superfluity as
a class.
III. PROLJITARIAT REVOLUTION
in which he seizes control of his
own, classes become unknown, the
state dies out and man becomes
free.
II
Does the surplus-value theory
give a true statement of the way in
which labor has been exploited?
The M~rxians have an ingenious
theory worked out to explain this
in all its ramifications, but it is uusatisfactory. It is an extreme posit~on to declare that labor should
have all the product and capital
none. In other words just because
labor has been exploited which is
all wrong, capital should in turn
be exploited which is the highest
virtue. One can't say that Engels
has a case to the extent that ''the
owners of the instruments of labor
always appropriated to himself the
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product, although it was no longer
his product but exclusively the product of others." One would have a
hard time convincing the laborer
that such was a true bill.
Engels' or rather Marx' second
principle presents a difficulty. The
materialistic c-onception of history
doesn't present the situation fairly,
No river ever swept along its channel in a course more certain than
this tide of events. It impresses
one as too nice a theory and its inevitabl~ness is by no means established. Engels arrays the wageworker against the idle coupon
clipper. If that wete all the end
would have come long ago. What
are the facts? The coupon-clipper
is at one extreme while at the other
is a class who time and time again
have demonstrated themselves incapable for leadership and supremacy. How would they ever get
control and if they got it how would
they ever keep it? The class that
has to be reckoned with, the class
which all history bas had to reckon
with, are the people who occupy
neither extreme. At present they
are fairly paid laborers and capitalisl-laborers. They constitute the
bone and sinew of society. They
are the bulwark of the capitalistic
mode of production with all its
evils. '!'hey must first be persuaded that the bourgeois is a superfluous class in society and that that
condition is best which answers to

..
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a "free state" conforming, as Engels puts it, to the demands of the
so-c~lled anarchists for the abolition of a state out of hand.We can't accept all that Engels
tells us, but we must agree that
under the capitalistic mode of production society has many ills, that
there has been produced a conflict
of classes which is becomirig a more
and more apparent conflict. Engels
tells us how this has come about.
In describing the change from the
first to the second period of history
he shows how labor has suffered ·at
the hands of capital. We may not
agree as to the extent of the ''robbery,'' but we must admit that
there is a case in equity demanding
a juridical decision.
This socic•y in which we now
live is a society created by capital.
ists. It is run in the interest of
capitalists. There has been a radical change from earlier economic
conditions, an inevitable change,
but one manipulated throughout
its course by the class in control.
In the middle ages instruments of
production were owned by the producer. They have since been taken
over by the capitalists and concentrated into the powerfullevers ofproduction of modern industry. This
change was accomplished through
the three stages, simple co-operation, manufacture and modern industry. From a stage in which
the producer produced nearly ex-

elusively for his own use, receiving
little assistance from his neighbors,
we reach the stage of simple cooperation in which a community of
producers interchange products.
Individual production becomes social production and division of labor
is introduced. The manufacture
stage is reached. Many work on
one product under the direction of
one who owns the instrument of
labor. Now no one can say, "I
made this, this is my product."
Commodities are exchanged. Socialized production is existing side
by sicle with and competes with individual production. To take a
different phraseology, tool-capital
has become management capital.
We see a marked contrast in social
conditions. On the one hand there
could be no dispute as to the product. The produce~ took it. Now
the capitalist takes it and a question of distribqtion arises. One
can't, however, agree with Engels
that the capitalist as capitalist has
no claim to a share in the product.
He has a claim, but there is a question as to whether when the individual capitalists thus a.p propriatcs
the social product he gives a fair
share to the waie-workers. Individual appropriation of a socialized
production is what Engels terms
the first contradiction in the capitalistic system and herein lie the
germs of the whole of the social antagonisms of today,
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The individual producer is forced
out by the competition of industry.
The tool capitalist, who, independent for the most part, spent sonv
small portion of bis time as a wageworker is forced to become a wage
wQrker for life. As feudalism
breaks up, the peasants are forced
from their homesteads into the
ranks of the proletariat and the
separation of in'.lividual production
and socialized production becomes
complete. The result is that pro~action being for exchange instead
of consumption produces anarchy.
There is a struggle for markets local, national, and universal, producing asecondcontradiction -''an
antagonism between the organization of production in the individual
workshop and the anarchy of production in society generally '' The
result of this increasing anarchy
and competion is to compel capitalist to better organize industry
and to make use of better machinery. Machinery begets machinery.
One can't agree with Engels that
this throws labor out of employment. In the long run the contrary seems to be true, but this is
true, it increases the power of the
capitalist and intrenches bis position, because the more machinery
there is used, the more necessary
to production does the capitalist
become. One questions whether
"the instruments of labor constantly tear the means of subsistence out
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of the hands of the laborer," but
it does seem true that ." the Vl'!ry
product of the worker [and capita!(?)] is turned into an instrument
for his subjugation." T-he trouble
is that capital more easily than ever
can dictate the terms. Capital has
its hands on the product and does
the dividing.
Capitalism bas developed into a
mad rush for its perpetual growth,
which is resulting in the subordination of everything else, even
human life to wealth getting. Other
interests of society are neglected
and sometimes the fact is forgotten
that labor is something more than
a commodity--it is humanity.
Under capitalism the law of division of labor has acted in such a
way as to produce classes. "But
this does not prevent this division
into classes from being carried out
by means of violence and robbery
trickery and fraud. It does not
prevent the ruling class, once having the upper hand, from consolidating its power at the expense of
the working class, from turning
their social leadership into an intensified
exploitation of the
masses.''
Someone says that capitalists
have just been playing according
to the rules of the game. ;But who
made the rules of the game? and
who revises them at its pleasure?
or who violates the rules until a
revision is necessary to keep out .of
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the penitentiary? Engels points by ''contract labor importations, •'
out that the state has been used as but all the time, unceasingly they
a weapon by capitalists. He cites have striven to increase.the amount
the history of slavery, serf-do ms of capital which inereases the deand . wage-labor. Since then we mand for labor. Who has caused
have learned something of the the laborer to suffer under the prinmachinations of finance capital. ciple of demand and supply? Who
Undeniably capital's po,wer rests but the laborer since the supply of
upon the conventions of society labor is within his control? This
and these have been changed to suggests a way for improvement.
We have noticed some points of
suit the greed of the capitalist.
agreement
with Engels. The conLet him who doubts it visit our
flict
isn't
merely
between labor and
state capitals during sessions of the
capital.
It
is
also
between society
legislature and with few exceptions
he will find a "third house" the and capital, even in some instances
dominating influence.
Let him between society and labor. In all
visit Washington when railway and cases there is a conflict between
tariff laws are threatened with revi- reason and all other interests. We
sion. Let him discover the secrets are too conservative for the docof city franchise grants. Is it the trine that capital.ism should be
proletariat that is protesting? It banished on acc_o unt of its inaapais society. There is a growing be- city and that the state as a tool of
lief that a change in some of these capitalism should perish, but w.e
property rights, privileges, etc., do believe that wageworkers hav.e
will put matters upon a more equit- gotten an unfair deal and that the
able basis.
power of the state can assert itself
But let us ask whether Engels is . to remove the restrictions that renright in making all his charges dered this possible. So~iety must
. against capital. Engels grants that make conditions not only that labor
' capital "buys the labor-power of may not be exploited, but that sohis laborer at his full value as a ciety may not be exploited. We . .
commodity on the market." Now believe that the light of day, the
has capital been responsible for the kingdom of reason, is again appear- ~
fixing of this commodity value? ing, and that henceforth superDid capital make the law of supply stition, injustice, privilege, oppresand demand? Have the capitalists sion will be superseded by eternal
truth, eternal right, equality based
manipulated this law to the injury on nature and the inalienable rights
· of the market value of labor? In of man, be he capitalist or prosome instances they have done so letariat.
J. A . F.
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FROM THE DEPARTMENTS
THE OBSERVE!'!

I

•

Department of Music
The department of music begins
the new session under unusually
encouraging circumstances. The
enrollment is large and most of the
new students give promise of exceptionally good work.
The faculty remains the same as
last year with the exception of assistant in piano. This position , held
last year by Miss Virginia Bourne
of the Cincinnati College of Music,
is now occupied by Miss Helen
Tufts. Miss Tufts was a member
of the '07 diploma class in piano in
this school. She has taught piano
two years in the West Liberty Normal School. M~s. R . L. Archer
fills for this term the place of Miss
Hayes, who was unable to return
at the beginning of the year. Miss
Hayes expects to return after the
Christmas vacation.
The Wednesday afternoon recitals have been given regularly
since the first week in October.
These recitals have been unusually
well attended and a large number
of students have from time to time
taken part on the program. Ano_ther interesting recital feature is
the monthly "one composer" series
given by Miss Tufts .and Miss

Crumrine. The first of these falling as it did upon the anniversary
of the great pianist and composer,
Frank Liszt was devoted to his
compos1t1ons. After explanatory
notes by Miss Crumrine the following program was given:
Liebestraum A flat. - - - . - - - - . Liszt
Bess Huey
La Campenella . __ . Paganinni-Liszt
Polonaise E major. ______ __. Liszt
Rhoda Orumrine
Rhapsody No. 6 ___ __ ___ ___ _Liszt
Helen Tufts
The November program contains
only Rubenstein' s compositions.
The December program will be the
first of two devoted to Beethoven.
. The regular public faculty recital
was given in the college auditorium
Tuesday November 22 at 8:80 p.
m.
Following was the program:
*Mendelssohn ___ . Concerto Op. 26
First and second movements
-- ------- · ---- - ---·Miss Tufts
Last movement ___ . Miss Orumrine
Mrs. Haworth
Rachmaninoff _____ . __.. __ _.
Prelude C sharp minor
Mrs. Archer
Ohopin . ______ Etude Op. 26 No. 7
Chopin ___ • __. Va!se Op. 64 No. 2
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Chopin, Valse E minor-posthumous
Miss Crumrine
Moszkowski ... Etude G flat major
Mrs. Archer
Saint-Saens . __. _.. _. __ . ___ .
My Heart at thy Sweet Voice
Mrs. Haworth
Liszt._ . ... __ ____ Rhapsody No. 6
Miss Tufts •
'*Orchestral parts on second piano
The public recital by students
will be given Friday evening, Dec.
8 in the auditorium. Those taking part are Misses Inez Corbly,
Louise Proctor and Harriet Ferguson voice, and Misses Mae Hamilton, Alice Marshall, Marie Beckner, Mildred Grice, Ann E lise Van
Bibber, Hallie Everett, Lillias
Moore, Jessie Stark, Inez Corbley
and Bess Huey, piano. The program will appear in the December
Parthenon.

President-Alice Marshall.
Secretary and Reporter-Hila
Callaw<J.y.
Treasurer-Inez Corbly.
Program-maker-Ann Elise Van
Bibber.
Critic-1,illias Moore.
The other members are as follows:
Mildred Grice.
Marie Beckner.
Mabel and Lucile Anderson.
Jessie Stark.
Mae Hamilton.
Margaret Jane Kilgore.
Margaret Crooks.
Mamie Lusher.
Ruth Wiley.
Vida Good.
Lina Hewitt.
Some of the younger girls have
visited the club and like it so much
About sixteen of the second and that they mean to have a '18 club
third year students from Miss soon.
Crumrine's class have formed an
Fanc:hon, the Cricket
organization called the Music-Study
Club of the class 1912. The club
The Dramatic Club again gave
meets the first and third Wednes- evidence of a lively activity in an
day of each month and an hour is altogether creditable rendition of
spent in the study of varion;; topics "Fanchon, the •Jricket," a doconnected with music work. The mestic drama of five acts, in the
girls have ~ade up a very strict Auditorium, Friday evening, Noset of rules imposing various fines vember 10; and an unusua!ly good
upon those who fail to do their audience was in attendance. The
part in the way of prompt attend- playgave general satisfaction both
ance and taking part upon the as an evening's entertainment and
program. The list of officers and as an evidence of the progreS!l that
members is as follows:
our amateur dramatists are mak-

,,
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ing. In the characters in the play
there were gratifying evidence of
talent developing creditably ; and
it was evident, too, that good judgment had been used in the assignment of parts according to the
peculiar talents of the members of

1

the club.
Cricket, the heroin4:
having the heroine's opportunity,
did her part well , holding the undivided sympathy of the audience
from first to last; and Cricket's
grandmother was just what the
drama called for in her part.

ALUMNI

l

E. W ac'le Cullen, 07. is teaching
Thomas McNeer, '07, is studying medicine in the University of at Kimball.
Pennsylvania.
Nyde Henson, ' 05, is principal
of
Th9rsby Institute; Thorsby,
To show that Marshall boys and
Alabama.
girls are true to the Green and
White when they grow to be men
and women one would only need to
look at the sideline rooters when
Marshall and Buckhannon contested at Sistersville. Besides a num.ber of old students the following
alumni were present : Caldwell
Riggs, '05 ; Floyd Morris, ' 05;
Miss Nannie Marsh, ' 06; Lew
Wells, 06, and foot ball captain, 05;
Miss Blanche Emery and C. I,.
Broadwater, 07 ; Misses Elinor
Horn, Minnie Cobb, Obarlotte Talbott and Irma Marsh, '08; and J.
Ben Robinson, '08, and ,football
captain, ' 07.

Carl Henson is managing a department store at Princeton. His
brother, Bennett, is a_ttending
Charleston high school.

Lyrics From the Hills

Two Marshall college students
have united in the publication of a
volume of poems entitled "Lyrics
from the Hills." The authors are
Hoadley Foster Maddox '09 and
Herbert P. McGinnis, '10. The
mechanical work of publishing is
also the work of the latter. The
book is a neat volume reflecting
credit upon its authors and some
of the poems ha ve already received
Waldo Henson, 07, is manager favorable criticism.
of th.e coal company store at
L . B. Crotty, '08, is again with
the
Redpath Lyceum Bureau. His
Quincy.

I
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address is 604 Cable Building, of Sixth avenue. Her little daughCbicago.
ter, Juanita, was with her.
Miss Julia Ryan graduate of the
Mrs. D. E. Cole '05 of Ravenswood was here last week the guest art school is supervisor of drawing
of her brother, R . L. Hutchinson in the Point Pleasant schools.

ORGANIZATIONS
THE

Y. W. O. A.

REPORTERS

Die Deutsche Gesellschaft

Our Y. W. C .•\.. seems to have
The study of a foreign language
entered upon a new era of life this is apt to be a bugbear to some beyear. The new officers were not cause they lack the opportunity to
long in adapting themselves to make application of what they
their work and all our forces are learn. The purpose of Die deutsche
active and planning. The mem- Gesellschaft is to supply this debership has not increased so much ficiency in the study of the German
but the association is in earnest and language. The membership conis asserting a growing influence. sists of the students of the German
We have had the pleasure of wel- department who have had one year
coming several town girls to our of German. A . meeting is held
ranks and we are working for more every two weeks at which a proof them.
gram is rendered by the members
The district secretary's presence of the society. The society is unat the opening of the term was der the direction of Frl. Stevenson.
quite a stimulus to the work. A
Tbe society is well organized
reception was given at the time of this year and has a larger enrollher visit to the new girls and, with ment than ever before. The memthe surprise so generously contri- hers manifest gn;at interest in the
buted by the Y. :fyf. C. A., it was meetings. At the first meetin.g the
a very pleasant evenin,. The joint following officers were elected.
social of the two associations was
President, Fri. Jane Gotschall.
a perfect success. We only wish
Vice-president, Herr Edwin Haythere were more terms in the school slip.
year that we might have more soSecretary, Frl. St. Elmo Fox.
· cials.
REPORTER.
Treasurer, Frl. Flora Fischba~h.

,
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Reporter, Herr Leslie McIntyre. gave an interesting talk on the
On N o_vember 5th the society science of medicine.
met at the home of Fri. St. Elmo
The Erosophian and Virginian
Fox 011 Sixth Avenue. The meet- Literary Societies had a joint meeting was well attended and an en- ing on the evening of the 24th of
joyable program was rendered. October. The program was renThe most highly appreciated part dered by members of the two soof the programs are the delightful cieties and enjoyed by all present.
stories of German life and scenery Miss ,White's service in this meetby Frl. Stevenson. Another essen- ing was appreciated by the societies.
tial part of the regular program is
REPORTER.
a short play or dialogue given by
the members.
Senior Iotas
Colonel Roosevelt, it is said, reAn interesting feature of the soceives one dollar for every English
cial
events was the Hallowe'en reword in the account qf his African
ception
for the seniors, given by
hunting expedition but we, on the
Miss
Sallie
Miller at her home on
contary, are obliged to pay one
Fifth
avenue.
The house was apcent for every English word spoken
propriately
decorated,
interesting
at a meeting of Die deutsche GeHallowe'en
games
were
indulged
selschaft. It, therefore, is needless
in,
and
near
the
close
of
the
evento say that we speak nothing but
ing
delicious
refreshments,
which
German although we feel at times
that we are supposed to be seen were also in keeping with the season, were served. The class feel
and not heard.
that this is one of the most enjoyable events of their Senior year,
Erosophian Literary Society
and sincerely thank both Miss MilMr. Vinal met with the Eroso- ler and her parents for such a de.,
sophian Literary Society at the lightful evening.
REPORTER.
regular meeting, October 17, and
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ATHLETICS
Wesleyan 25; Marshall 6
The Marshall College football
team left Tuesday afternoon for
Huntington. During their stay in
the city they made many friends
by their manly deportment, and
they left with the intention of returning next year, when they will
again meet Buckhannon. The boys
are good losers and realized that
they went up against a faster team.
-Wetzel Democrat.
On October the twenty-fifth
Marshall met the strong Buckannon
football squad on the grounds at
Sistersville, W . Va. To one glancing at the score the first impression
would be that Marshall was very
inferior to the aggregation of ministers from Wesleyan, but not so to
a side-liner. As far as the people
of Sistersville and New Martinsville are capable of judging, in
many respects Marshall was superior and only inexperience of
players in important positions prevented her from holding her opponents to a stand still.
It would be a fair estimate to put
the difference of weight between
the Lwo teams twelve pounds to the
man in favor of Buckhannon; she

has one of the greatest quarter
backs of the country coaching, and
one of the best footba,11 men our
state has produced (Dick Oallaway-yon k~ow him?) playing
with her. No wonder when they
saw "Monk" Middleton and Wiley
that they considered the game won!
But they had to win it and that
was where the excitement came in.
At no point in the game did
Buckhannon show the speed that
M. C. did, nor did they show the
class, with the possible exception
cf one or two players. She made
three of her touchdowns on forward passes that an experienced
quarter would have broken up before they were gotten off. Had a
little more judgment been exercised
when Marshall was thrown back in
her territory by punting their good
line would have been kept from
danger. Buckhannon could do
nothing with Marshall's line nor
could she run the ends and so resorted to on-side kicks and forward
passes that should have been used
by M. C. to advantage.
Marshall has a pair of ends that
people up here call " cats." She
had a quarter up here who played
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The Fourth A venue Store
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i\ Bid }""or This Season's Patronage
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This store has iu the past enjoyed a goodly patronage from the
young ladies of Marshall Colle~e and we feel that we are better preparer! now to meet all your d e111anrls and on that basis we make this
bid for your patronage.
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Never h :wte our stocks been me re complete nor more moderatel y
priced. Our display of

~

Tailored Suits, Dresses, Skirts, Shirt- II

;

waists, Furs, Underwear, Millinery, Hosiery,
Kid Gloves, fancy Neckwear, charming Belts,
t1and Bags, Dress Goods, Silks, Trimmings,
etc.,

I
~

!

I

was ne,·cr equalerl in this city.

::,

I

Hats For Schoolwear

~
•~

We would call your s pecial a ttention just now to our millinery department. Our displays embrace t h e most attractive shapes for early
fall wear ever shown in millinery at such moderate prices.

•
;

All the approved styles as well as many new ones, then we make
hats to suit every indiddual taste and requirement. Don't wait till
next week to get th~ new hat but come today,

I

I
J

or not we are right.

!

I
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This may seem a rath er strong as~ersion but we believe it an,!
exten<l to you a cordial invitation to visit us and judge yourself whether
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fine ball as individual work but his
inexperience told on him in running his team. But those endsthey played rings around the Buckhannon fellows. With such a pair
of ends, with Rolfe and Alford
playing as they did? Marshall
should defeat Buchannon easilybut they must do it by resorting to
open plays. They are too light for
straight football.
Every body up here knows that
M. C. would, can and will defeat
· Buckhannon with Tom Robinson
and Clay Casto in the game-that
is, if these two can play iike McQueen, Koontz, Cornwell, Beuhring and the "cats" to say nothing
of Rolfe and Alford who starred
here. We want to hear that you
play them once more and to know
you can defeat them as you surely

will" A Sideliner."

.Marshall 0, Glenville 0
Last Saturday November 14
Beuhring, Middleton and company
lined up on the Marshall College
campus against the eleven from
Glenville Normal School. The
game was close and uncertain as to
it.s outcome. The pigskin was kept
serging back and forth on the grid-

iron. Twice Glenville's goal was
in danger, once in the first half
when Ralph tried a place kick ,
witich the wind carried to the right
and again in the second when the
ball was lost on a fumble. Glenville immediately punted out of
danger. The teams were of about
equal weight. Marshall's scoring
machine was out of order. Though
the green and white played a fine
defensive game, their offense was
weak.

Marshall 6, Marietta 69
November 6 Coach Cham hers
and his grit packages arrived 011
the Marietta campus in the Buckeye city of Marietta and said they
would like to try conclusions in
football. Marietta said, "Little
lads, you have indeed smitten
Portsmouth 66 to 0, and Charleston Collegians 12 to O and Morris
Harvey College 23 to 0, and thine
hearts have lifted thee up; glory
thereof, and abide at home; for why
should you meddle to your hurt,
that you should fall, even you,
and Beuhring with you." But
Marshall said ''we are game'' and
the game was-well, Marietta
taught Marsh'all 69 lesson:; in as
many minutes.
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College Shoes
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ELEGANT, EXCLUSIVE, SMART FOOTWEAR CHARAOTERIZES OUR
____________
•
LINE FOR FALL.

'

WJ<J ARE HEUE TO CATER TO YOUR WISHES.

BRUMFIELD ; SHOE CO.,
Fitters of Feet

The Acceptable Gift
The gift that gives greatest pleasure to the recipient is the one most desired
or most needed.
For the average young man no more suitable present could be found than
one of my handsome Combination Cuff Link e.nd Tie Pin Sets. These are exceptionally reasonable in price.
For the young ladies a brooch, a Steel Manicure Set, a piece of fine China
are equally acceptable.
For fair treatment corue here. All goods are absolutely one price to everybody, and all are marked in plain figures.

C. M. -VVALLACE
ONE PRICE JEWELER
Huntington, West Va.

923 Thi"rd Avenue

Swan Printing & Stationery Co.
The College Supply Store
1038 Third Ave. .
A complete and comprehensive line of stationers supplies of every
kind and description.

Rubber stamps and indelible inks for marking

linens, etc.
You will find it a good place to trade.
ing to quality.

Prices are always accord-

We cordially invite a visit of inspection.
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J. C. CARTER & CO
J OBBERS AND R E TAIL DISTRIBUTORS

FURNITURE and CARPETS, SHADES, LINOLEUMS, OIL CLOTH,
And everything to be fo un d in a

First Class Furniture & Carpet House
Undertaking a Specialty
922-924 Fourth Ave.

Hotel Frederick Bldg.

Huntington, West Virginia.
H . G . HOFFMAN
STATIO'.'IF. R Y, SPORTISG G oon s. POST C ARDS, C IGARS, HOLIDAY
C A Rns . C opy right, B ook s, Fi ne Holiday Gift Books , P y 1·ographlc
O u t fits and S upplies.

404 NINTH ST. AND 1953 3RD _AVE.
Bell P.hone 74

Mutual Phone 498

MISS A. MARTIN
Cut F lowers, P la nts, and F loral \ Vork

320 Tenth S treet

Hunting ton, W . Va.

If you ':I re · 'dress-fas tidious" come to us. We are
specialis ts making a study of every article we handle.

style

RARDIN & PITTS, MEN'S FUR~ISHERS
10th Str e e t , Fred e rick Bulldlng.

WE KNOW HOW

CLEANIN6 AND PRESSIN6 DON6 BY THE
MOST APPROVED METHODS

THE FIRST NATIONAL BANK,
HUNTINGTON, W. VA.

Capital $500,000.00

Surplus $250,000.00

J. L. Caldwoll, President.

Geo. F. Miller, Vice-President

R. L. Archer, Ca.s\.Jier.

G. D. Miller, Asst. Cashier

Your Business Will be Appreciated.

ITrl
I~

UNION :N~ANSFER
STORAGE COMPANY,
TAXICABS

AT ALL TRAINS
OPEN ALL NIGHT
913 Fourth Avenue

ANYTHING AT ALL IN HARDWARE

Gas Stoves
·Cutlery, Mautles, Lamps, Etc. priced low to
Marshall College Students.

Emmons.. Hawkins Hardware Co.

,----:; --- 7
Huntington Land Company
OWNS THE MOST
DESIRABLE LOCATIONS FOR THE
DEVELOPMENT oJ

I
Greater Huntington . I
EVERY :::..OT IS A
Guaranteed MONEY
MAKER FOR THE
PURCHASER. and

I

I
I

"Prices always go up after we sell"

The Huntington Land Compnay

tQOCIOOOIDIC3ii. .

FOSTER BUILDING

I
I
I
a

